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Summary
Pursuant to House Bill 19-1184, Legislative Council Staff will prepare demographic notes for up to 20
bills each session beginning with the 2020 legislative session. This memorandum provides an
overview of the demographic note process, including the process for requesting a demographic note,
the content of a demographic note, and methodological considerations.

What is a Demographic Note?
A demographic note uses available data to outline the potential effects of proposed legislation on
existing disparities within the state. Disparities are defined in state law as the difference in economic,
employment, health, education, or public safety outcomes between the state population as a whole
and subgroups of the population, as defined by socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, sex, gender
identity, sexual orientation, disability, geography, or any other relevant characteristic for which data
are available.

Demographic Note Process
The President of the Senate, Speaker of the House of Representatives, Senate Minority Leader, and
House Minority Leader may each request demographic notes on up to five bills during each regular
legislative session. Legislative Council Staff will prepare a demographic note, based on the official
version of the bill at the time of the request, usually within 14 calendar days of the initial request. If a
demographic note is completed while a bill is in the first chamber, the note may be revised in the
second chamber if substantive amendments are made. A final note will be based on the enacted bill,
or, if not enacted, the most recent official version of the bill.1
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Additional details about the process can be found in the December 1, 2019, letter from Legislative Council Staff to the Executive
Committee of the Legislative Council, available at: http://leg.colorado.gov/publications/procedures-demographic-notes

Content of a Demographic Note
A demographic note identifies and describes the impacts that a proposed measure may have on
existing disparities in the state. Each note will include a summary of impacts on the first page. The
body of the note will include background information, data, and analysis that support the findings.
Each section of the demographic note is described briefly below.
A summary table on the first page of the demographic note will include the following:


Demographics analyzed. For each note, the specific demographic groups analyzed will be listed.
These subgroups of the state population are defined in state law as: socioeconomic status, race,
ethnicity, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, geography, or any other relevant
characteristic for which data are available. Some demographic groups may not be analyzed due
to data limitations. The terminology used to distinguish demographic groups (e.g., black/African
American, Hispanic, or Latina/Latino) is based on the terminology used in the data sources
referenced. Notably, these terms may differ from the self-identification of these populations.



Direct impacts. Check boxes will indicate the area(s) of disparity that the bill is expected to impact
directly. These areas, which are identified by state statute, include economic, employment, health,
education, and/or public safety. Secondary, or indirect, impacts of the bill may also be described
in the body of the demographic note.



Bill impact. The bill impact briefly summarizes whether the bill is expected to increase or decrease
existing disparities, the area(s) of disparity, and for which demographic subgroups. When
appropriate, the note may identify when the expected impact is minimal.



Report status. The report status identifies the version of the bill analyzed.

The following sections will be included in the body of the demographic note:


Demographic impact summary. The key findings of the demographic note are highlighted in this
section, including which demographic groups are likely to be impacted and how the bill might
impact existing disparities in the state. This summary is an elaboration of the more concise bill
impact statement in the summary table on the first page of the demographic note.



Key provisions impacting demographic disparities. For each measure analyzed, the key
provisions of the bill that may impact demographic disparities are identified and summarized.
The key provisions discussed are not a comprehensive summary of the bill, but rather focus only
on the provisions with potential demographic impacts.



Legislative background. Depending on the complexity of the bill, a background section may
elaborate further on how the bill may impact disparities.



Analysis and findings. The analysis and findings section provides a concise analysis of the
potential impacts of a bill on existing disparities. Generally, this section contains subsections on
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background, demographic comparisons, direct impacts, and magnitude of impacts. The
background section presents information relevant for the analysis by discussing evidence of
existing disparities across demographic groups, as well as any evidence of impacts of similar
measures in other states or in the state of Colorado.2 The next subsection, demographic
comparisons, compares one or more populations affected by a bill to a statewide population in
order to identify the extent to which a bill might impact disparities across groups within the state
of Colorado. Proxies for the populations may be used for these comparisons depending on data
availability. Based on this comparison, as well as the relevant data and information available
documenting existing disparities and/or experiences of other, similar policies, the direct impacts
of a bill are discussed in the next subsection. Secondary impacts of a bill may also be addressed
in this section. The analysis and findings section concludes with a discussion of factors that may
affect the magnitude of the bill’s impacts on existing disparities.


Demographics not analyzed. This section specifies the demographic groups not analyzed and
discusses the relevant data and other limitations.



Data sources and agencies contacted. This section of the demographic note lists departments and
agencies contacted, as well as data sources used in the analysis.



Appendices. Additional information about the statewide and affected populations, as well as the
data underlying the analysis, may be included in one or more appendices at the end of the
demographic note.

Methodological Considerations
The following section outlines some considerations regarding the methodology of the demographic
note analyses.
Data sources consulted. Demographic notes will be informed by a variety of sources in order to
incorporate a balance of data types and informed perspectives and to ensure sound research methods
and substantiated conclusions. The information used in the analysis may include qualitative and
quantitative data and other information, as well as primary (e.g., first-hand accounts) and secondary
sources (e.g., analysis, synthesis, or evaluation of primary sources). Sources will be vetted using
standards for sound research, including credibility, reliability, and objectivity.
Public input. Interested parties may submit input relevant to a demographic note that is being
prepared or revised. This input may be used to inform an initial demographic note or subsequent
revisions to the extent that it lends to an improved nonpartisan and unbiased analysis. Please note
that comments submitted may be considered an open public record. Input may be submitted to:
DemographicNotes.ga@state.co.us.3
2

It is beyond the scope of the analysis to examine each of the varied causes contributing to a given disparity. Causes of disparities
may include individual behavior and structural factors that distribute opportunities unevenly to individuals on the basis of their
membership in a particular demographic group. These and other factors may interact over time, complicating the ability to identify
each of the unique causal factors of a given disparity.
3
To receive notifications indicating that an analysis is being prepared or has been published, please visit: https://state.us20.listmanage.com/subscribe?u=cdfe1a91fbddfb4e377564335&id=4029551e05.
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Impacts analyzed. Demographic notes will primarily address the direct impact of a bill on existing
disparities or, in some cases, the direct impact of a bill on a person’s behavior which, in turn, impacts
disparities. Though, secondary impacts (e.g., a bill improves economic outcomes, thereby improving
health and other outcomes) may also be identified.
Disparities in context. It is important to note that a given disparity has multiple and interacting
causes, including not only individual behavior and choices, but also historical and structural factors
that can shape or constrain individual choices and distribute economic and other opportunities
unevenly to individuals on the basis of their membership in particular demographic groups. Putting
disparities in context is important for two reasons. First, it is relevant for identifying the potential
extent of a bill’s impact on disparities. That is, a particular bill may have an impact on disparities, but
that impact may be limited because the bill is unlikely to address the other factors contributing to
those disparities. Second, research suggests that in the absence of context (and often even with
appropriate contextualization), disparity data may reinforce rather than challenge negative
stereotypes and implicit bias against groups that suffer from disparities.4 When feasible and
appropriate, a demographic note may include additional contextual information about a disparity if
it contributes to a greater understanding of the demographic impact of a bill.
Budgetary tradeoffs. When a bill requires the reallocation of finite government resources, the
demographic note will recognize, where possible, the relevant tradeoffs that might be involved for the
affected populations and existing disparities. For example, if a bill results in a reduction in tax revenue
through a tax expenditure that is expected to reduce socioeconomic disparities, this may entail a
tradeoff if that revenue may have been spent in other ways that would affect income or other
disparities.

Glossary of Frequently Used Terms
Disparity. Disparity is defined in state law as the difference in economic, employment, health,
education, or public safety outcomes between the state population as a whole and subgroups of the
population. These subgroups are referred to as demographic groups.
Demographic group. A demographic group is a subgroup of the population, as defined by
socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, geography,
or any other relevant characteristic for which data are available. When appropriate data are available,
demographic groups are compared across statewide and affected populations.
Statewide population. A statewide population is the relevant population used to establish the
demographic criteria against which the affected population is compared.
Affected population. An affected population is the group of people most likely to be directly
impacted by a proposed measure. The affected population is generally distinguished from the
statewide population by the key characteristic(s) associated with the proposed measure.
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See, for example, john a. powell, “Deepening Our Understanding of Structural Marginalization” available at:
https://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/Sept-Oct%202013%20PRRAC%20Disparities%20Article.pdf
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Proxy population. A proxy population is used in place of and to indirectly measure a population of
interest when that population cannot be directly observed, measured or accessed; it is assumed to
reasonably mimic relevant characteristics of the population of interest. A proxy population might be
used in place of either or both the affected and statewide populations.
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